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WELCOME TO HÄFELE
Established in 1982, Häfele Australia has been bringing
you the latest innovations, sourced from either our own
manufacturing plants, or from our partners around the
world, for over 35 years. With showrooms and design
centres in all states across Australia, we are at your side
Australia-wide and look forward to being of service to you
for many years to come.
Since Häfele began in Germany in 1923, we have been
dedicated to bringing quality, not only to our products,
but to each customer relationship. Quality is the driving
force guiding the efforts of our employees worldwide.
As the company’s reach has expanded around the world,
Häfele strives to make these values universal.
This is accomplished through the remarkable breadth of
expertise that Häfele uses every day to help our customers.
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DECORATIVE HARDWARE
In addition to design and function, reliable quality is one of the
most important factors in the selection of furniture handles.
However, depending on the application’s specifics the required
standards can vary dramatically. Through over 90 years of
experience we know these requirements very well.
We incorporate this knowledge in our quality guidelines.
Reliable quality – to suit everyone.
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Decorative Hardware
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INDUCTION COOKTOP

GAS COOKTOP WITH WOK BURNER

APPLIANCES
The kitchen is the hub of any home so Häfele have designed
appliances to fit perfectly into your life that just work. We
have made sure this range will suit every need in the home by
combining advanced technology with innovative design for
modern living.
The elegant solutions from Häfele promise years of high
performance appliances to fit any home. The range now
includes the very latest cooking technology integrated into our
new range of Ceramic and Induction cooktops. From touch
controlled cooktops to integrated fridges and multifunction
ovens you can always expect the best from a Häfele appliance.
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MULTIFUNCTION OVEN
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LINEN SINK

SQUARELINE SINK

MIXER TAP, GOOSENECK
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Kitchen Fittings

SINKS & TAPS
Häfele’s exclusive Squareline Linen sink range consists of 4
sinks in 2 colours – Single, 1 & 3/4, Double and a Laundry sink
in Stainless Steel and Gun Metal finishes.
The Linen texture gives a whole new dynamic to the kitchen
sink with a departure from the standard satin and brushed
finishes. Stunning to the touch, generous bowl sizes, timeless
design and ease of cleaning ensures many years of longevity.
These Linen sinks include all the features of the Squareline
range - 5mm Internal Radius, Overflow assembly linked directly
to the waste, Square Designer wastes with push-pull plugs
and Solid 1.2mm thick stainless steel grade 304,
18/10 construction.
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SQUARELINE SINK

MX - WHITE

Drawers & Runners

MX DRAWERS - WITH LIQUID DAMPER
Häfele brings you its very own German-engineered and
manufactured MX Soft-close drawer system, used by worldleading kitchen manufacturers.
Available in Anthracite and White finishes and various heights
and lengths.
The MX Drawers system has a standard weight capacity of
50kg per drawer with an upgrade to 70kg for your larger
drawers.
All MX drawers now effortlessly soft close with a German
engineered liquid damper.
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MX - ANTHRACITE with gallery rail
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FREE FLAP-E

Hinges & Flap Fittings
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FREE FOLD-S

FREE FLAP

FREE FLAP E-DRIVE
Free Flap is a hingeless stay flap fitting for all of the most
common cabinet heights and flap weight combinations.
The Free Flap stay flap fitting is in touch with the latest trends
with regard to compactness and design.
Thanks to the multi-position function, which can be perfectly
adjusted using the force adjusting facility, Free flap holds
the flap in every position. The integrated finely-tuned soft
closing system and the optional E-Drive mechanism provides
operating convenience.

E-DRIVE
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ONE2FIVE WASTE BIN

HAILO LIBERO (hands free opening)

EASYWASTE

EURO CARGO ST45

WASTE SOLUTIONS
When designing a kitchen there are a few thorns in a designer’s
side that need to be addressed. Restrictions of space often
apply, so being clever and creative when it comes to packing in
the most functionality and amenity is key. Waste management
solutions that allow you to make the most of full height or part
height drawers make designing, and living, that much easier.

Kitchen Fittings
ONE2FIVE
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QANTO

NINKA QANTO
Ergonomic. Innovative. Timeless.
New solution for your base cabinet
Planning the optimum kitchen is an art in itself. Every
centimeter counts, and in almost every case the planner faces
the same challange: How can kitchens with an L- or U-shaped
layout use the inaccessible space in the Corners?
Qanto solves this by providing two or three vertically rising
trays for maximum space usage.
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Kitchen Fittings
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Sliding & Folding
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TWINLINE
Twinline 25/50 is a superior bi-folding door system that is
manufactured in Europe to achieve extremely smooth and
quiet operation.
The range is high value for money and provides you with a
superb solution for full overlay doors that provide complete
access to the cabinet interior.
Features include:
>> Super smooth movement with ball bearing rollers to all
control surfaces
>> Systems for doors weights up to 25kg or 50kg.
>> Suitable for door widths of up to 600mm.
>> Ideally suited to kitchen, laundry and bedroom fitouts.
>> Suits timber doors.
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TWINLINE

SWITCHES
On/off switches, dimmers,
motion detectors, sensor
switches, remote controls

RECESS MOUNTED LIGHTS
AND SURFACE MOUNTED
DOWNLIGHTS.

LED STRIP
LIGHTS

Lighting & Media
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LOOX. THE COMPREHENSIVE
ASSORTMENT OF LIGHT AND
FUNCTIONS
To achieve different lighting effects is one thing. To respond to
different installation situations, is something else altogether.
With the large number of components in the Loox LED
system both are possible. From the wide-angle beam of
interior cabinet lighting to incorporating a door contact switch
combined with drawer lighting. Finally, discover the broad
range of light options with our multi white and RGB light
options to bring you both mood and functional lighting in
your home.
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MANY OPTIONS.
LOW COST.
Loox. The LED lighting system. Engineered by Häfele.
The intelligent drivers represent the core of the Loox system. Not only do they provide different
numbers of lights with the power that is required, but they are also suitable for the different
voltages and frequencies all over the world, recognise different types of switch, can be used for
dimming and can be combined in many different ways. International testing and certification
make the use thereof extremely safe and easy.

12 V
SYSTEM

24 V

12 V
MODULARITY

LIGHT INTENSITY

24 V
CONTROL
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SMART HÄFELE
DOWNLIGHT
12 V / 24 V

DOWNLIGHT
MULTI-WHITE

DOWNLIGHT
RGB

SOUND

ADAPTOR

E-DRIVES

ADAPTOR

ADAPTOR

LOOX DRIVER

BLE-BOX

LED STRIP LIGHT
12 V / 24 V

SWITCH
(optional)

INDUCTIVE
CHARGING STATION
(optional)
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ADAPTOR

LED STRIP LIGHT
MULTI-WHITE AND RGB
12 V / 24 V

Single:
Loox Mirror
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Lighting & Media

CHANGE YOUR POINT OF VIEW WITH
THE LOOX MIRROR
The Loox Multi-Dimensional Mirror is the latest addition to
the Häfele Loox range and brings you the most up-to-date
technology to make your life easy.
The mirror has a variety of light settings that can give you the
perfect room atmosphere or the ideal front lighting for applying
make-up. It can even provide you with a demisted section of
the mirror from the moment you step out of a hot shower, as
well as a sound system built right into the mirror.
With a simple interface coming up at the touch of a button,
this mirror is perfect for weary travellers in hotels or simply to
streamline your life at home.
The Häfele Multi-Dimensional Mirror will fit into any bathroom
and is sure to win you over.
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DOCKING DRAWER USB

Drawers & Runners

DOCKING DRAWER
An in-drawer electrical outlet solutions purpose built to charge
or power devices in cabinets, vanities, lockers or anywhere a
movable outlet is needed in a drawer.
Docking Drawer outlets feature Patented interlocking safety
features include interlocking thermostats and circuit breakers
which cuts power to the outlet to minimize risk
Designed to fit up to 600mm deep cabinets. Easy to install and
connect.
Assemblies are cycle tested over 500,000 times to ensure a
long life of safe operation
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DOCKING DRAWER USB + POWER POINT
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DREAM MONITOR ARM

DREAM MONITOR ARM

BETA 90
WORKSTATION SYSTEM

OFFICE EQUIPMENT
Flexibility and functionality are the key aspects Häfele keep
in mind when putting together our office equipment range.
We want to make sure that our products will suit any user
and make a more efficient use of their workspace by being
adjustable, modular and flexible.
OZONE POWER RAIL

CABLE OUTLET

Office Equipment
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From the Australian designed Dream Monitor Arm to our height
adjustable Beta workstations, Häfele has a product for your
office that will look good and last for years to come.
The Dream Monitor Arm, from the originators of Spring
Technology Monitor Arms, is an Australian Designed,
Multi-Directional Flat Screen Monitor of the flexible future.
Produced from Hi tech polymer and Aluminium, this simple
product introduces tool free adaption of elements,
adjustment and tension.
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CUCINA APERTO 2

CUCINA APERTO 4

ALFRESCO KITCHEN
Whether you’re looking for a holiday getaway in your backyard
or an entertainer’s dream area, the Häfele Alfresco Kitchen
range will make it happen.
Designed and made to suit any environment, space and use,
the Alfresco range includes six colour schemes and 4 different
layouts to help you make the most of the great outdoors.
With all working parts of the BBQ cleanly tucked away into the
built-in cabinetry, your Alfresco area is ready to weather the
rain, hail or shine when not in use. With granite bench tops,
and easy to clean door and drawer fronts, the Alfresco kitchen
will last you for years to come.
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CUCINA APERTO 3
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ELECTRIC

ACCESS FOR ALL

Designing an inclusive space is very much about looking at
the small details to make a big difference. It’s best to start with
the needs of the individual and think in context of a multi-user
family home to make sure the space is functional for everyone.
Our goal is to make it easy to see and reach everything
whether in your cabinets or on your benchtops. From the
Ropox electric lift system to our safety stop mechanisms,
Häfele ensure safety in use and operation no matter who
uses it.
We have made it a priority to ensure that all of our customers
can benefit from the innovation at Häfele and can have a home
that not only works for you now but for the whole family in
the future.
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Access For All
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AXILO TOOL

Kitchen Fittings
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AXILO ADJUSTABLE LEG
90
44

90

26

44
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90
44
Axilo™
system
10.5

The
has been engineered by Häfele to make
plinth adjustment easier from 53 to 220 mm by ensuring you
12 make adjustments while keeping your spirit level in sight.
can
Häfele
Axilo™ adjustable legs can hold up to 150 kg each,
26
once adjusted. Even the hardest to reach parts of a corner
cabinet are no problem using the Axilo™ adjusting tool.
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44

Häfele’s Axilo™ plinth adjusting system serves as an arm
extension that can be used for any angle with it’s convenient
operation by hand or drill.
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3T WARDROBE LIFT

IRONFIX IRONING BOARD

Living & Wardrobe
Solutions

9

IRONFIX IRONING BOARD

HOME SAFE

WARDROBE FITTINGS

EXTENDING MIRROR

Häfele wardrobes are designed to provide greater possibilities
for space-saving storage and organisation than ever before.
Your wardrobe solution must be easily adapted to your space
and be flexible for your changing needs.
It’s so important to have a variety of options, too. Häfele
provides you with the full customisable wardrobe range to
make sure there is plenty of space to stack, hang, fold and put
away your items every time.
Whether its for your bedroom, guest room or just some extra
storage. Häfele has the solution.
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Kesseböhmer is a family-run business originally founded
in 1954, in Bad Essen, Germany and today employing
more than 2,750 employees. Specialising in solutions for
furniture fitting systems, the name Kesseböhmer stands for
innovative solutions and a powerful blend of design, function
and quality. Today the Kesseböhmer group is still owned
and managed by the current generation of the
founding family.
Kesseböhmer supplies elegant, high quality solutions for
brilliantly organised kitchen storage. Their solutions help
end users to make best use of available space and to
streamline work processes. These benefits are strong selling
points for kitchens. In addition, kitchen manufacturers and
kitchen fitters profit from the simplified assembly and easy
adjustment of their pull-outs and other fittings. Many of the
Kesseböhmer products are assembled without tools using
snap-on connections. It saves time and ensures that the
end result meets the highest standards.
Designs that impress – Quality that sets the standards.
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ANTHRACITE
Bringing natural beauty into your home.
Häfele now brings you the latest in home interior colour
trends, the all new anthracite powder coat finish for most
Kesseböhmer products.
Anthracite is a dark grey colour that pairs well with all other
colours of your kitchen. It really makes natural tones and
materials stand out.
Across Europe, Anthracite is the colour of choice in furniture,
home decor and interior design. It blends well with both
traditional and contemporary kitchens to bring a refined
finishing touch to your home.
The Anthracite finish is now available across all major
Kesseböhmer products to bring you another practical and
attractive product.

Kitchen Fittings
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Kitchen Fittings

8

YOUBOXX

YOUBOXX
YouBoxx is an intelligent organiser system that adds value to
fittings. The YouBoxx system is designed to fit not only the
DISPENSA Junior III, but is a universal system that works with
DISPENSA, Comfort II and the new TANDEM side.
Personalised storage – as a highly modular system YouBoxx
lets each customer configure the space inside their cupboard
exactly the way it will work best for them. For example, as
storage units for chopping or for breakfast.
Secure and clearly organised storage – the YouBoxx elements
let users keep cupboard contents clearly separated and stored
for quick retrieval. Storing small items safely in the boxes
reduces the risk of them being mislaid. Bottles and other tall
items are held firmly upright by the railing. YouBoxx can be
arranged so as to minimise wasted space.
32

Kitchen Fittings

8

TANDEM SIDE

TANDEM SIDE
The new building block system of the modular storage unit is
based on the concept of a new door shelf element. Different
levels of comfort, convenience and style, plus Kesseböhmer
product combinations, make it possible to match cabinets
perfectly to the varying needs of customers, both in value and in
functionality.
The Tandem Side allows you to have height adjustable trays on
a door frame system where the weight is taken by the carcase
and not the outer door. Tandem Side also gives you the flexibility
of adding YouBoxx in combination with or without the Arena
Style trays. Available in 2 heights, for Under-bench and Tall
cabinets, the Tandem Side is a versatile pantry fitting.
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CONVOY CENTRO

TANDEM

KESSEBÖHMER - LARDER UNITS
Anything that makes storage more efficient and provides easier
access to your pantry items whilst looking this good has got to
be commended. Sleek and sophisticated, the storage solution
of the Kesseböhmer Convoy range is the type of luxe internal
additional everybody should have in their homes.

Kitchen Fittings
34

8
TANDEM SIDE

CONVOY
PREMIO

CONVOY PREMIO

CONVOY
LAVIDO
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FINELINE
Who would have thought that the inside of drawers and
pull-outs could be so tidy, functional and individual.
FineLine MosaiQ is fun to plan and work with.
Made with a material mix of warmly attractive wood and fine
metal, the range creates a contemporary, high-end look and
a balanced, visual link to carefully chosen kitchen fronts.

Kitchen Fittings
36
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Salice holds a well-established position worldwide by
virtue of its natural talent for innovation, careful attention
to quality, efficiency of customer service, and reliability
earned during more than 80 years of experience.
With 600 employees, a range of more than 3.000
products, an export ratio of 75% of turnover to more than
65 countries, 9 overseas subsidiaries and a network of
sole agents and distributors covering all industrialised
countries, Salice is one of the most prestigious brands in
the global furniture industry.
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SILENTIA +
Silentia+ allows a perfect and constant closing of the door in
any condition, use and application. The innovative soft-close
technology guarantees excellent performance to the complete
range of hinges. Silentia+ includes numerous technological
elements and maintains the aesthetics of the hinges of the first
generation.
The two integrated silicone oil dampers guarantee an
exceptional regularity of the decelerating strength providing a
perfect closing to any kind of door under any conditions.
Silentia+ is also equipped with an innovative switch to delay
the decelerating action. The activation of this switch allows the
ideal decelerating strength to be achieved for all door sizes.

Hinges & Flap Fittings

1
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Hideaway Bins are made in New Zealand by Kitchen
King® Ltd, a 100% family owned business.
Hideaway bins have built a strong reputation for the
quality and innovation of their hidden storage solutions.
The team at Hideaway collaborate with designers and
manufacturers to constantly improve their storage
solutions to meet the unique requirements of the
Australasian market.
With an industry leading design and manufacturing
process, Hideaway Bins continue to produce creative
solutions for both residential and commercial storage,
waste and recycling requirements.
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CONCELO
Following 7 years of development and testing, Hideaway Bins
are proud to introduce Concelo, an all-new premium range of
waste bins.
Every aspect of the bin has been engineered to deliver a waste
bin without compromise. Concelo boasts not just a clean
design aesthetic, but it helps keep your kitchen looking and
smelling clean.

8

Kitchen Fittings

It is the easiest bin in the world to keep clean, whilst it’s
new Active Lid helps control odours. Concelo introduces
new features such as synchronised over extension runners
engineered by Häfele, yet has all the functionality you would
expect from Hideaway, including the flexibility to mount to any
cabinet width over 400mm.
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Hawa Sliding Solutions are an independent family-owned
company that concentrates on high-quality sliding
technologies and are the global market and technology
leader for sliding hardware to suit buildings and furniture.
Hawa continually create new impetus for sliding hardware
with innovative applications, systems and materials.
Superior product and system solutions inspire our
customers in using sliding systems and make
them successful.
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Sliding & Folding

16

CONCEPTA
Two hardware concepts to revolutionise your room designs.
Create space and optimise rooms: virtually no other system
is more capable than HAWA-Concepta and HAWA-Folding
Concepta.
They open up an especially versatile range of options through
their well-designed and economical pivot, fold and slide-in
technology.
All the more so as user friendliness has increased further
still, operating noise is lower than ever and the HAWA-Folding
Concepta program is significantly larger than before.
3-door systems, for example, are now possible without
middle walls. And the new black anodized profiles set new
aesthetic highlights.
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Grass produce quality products, made exclusively in
Austria and Germany, and are internationally successful,
with more than 200 distributors around the globe. Grass
hinge, runner and drawer systems are brand-name
products which bring the furniture of renowned brands
and exclusive cabinet makers to life.
Together the Grass and Häfele brands stand for visionary
product developments, top quality, technical precision,
progressive design and exemplary protection of the
environment.
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Drawers & Runners

2

NOVA PRO SCALA
TIPMATIC SOFT CLOSE
Synonymous with versatility, neutral aesthetics, inspiration and
creativity.
Clear design principles and perfect unity of form and function,
makes Nova Pro Scala the perfect drawer solution.
The puristic design with its striking lines, right angles and small
radii gives the double-wall metal drawer sides a timeless,
technical and functional look. The special character of Nova
Pro is hallmarked by its perfection down to the last detail and
the modular system concept. From the precision craftsmanship
of every part as well as the colour and surface finishes,
everything is focused on perfect function, top quality and
lasting value.
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HÄFELE.COM.AU
INTELLIGENT TOOL.
THE HÄFELE WEBSITE.

PERSONAL ACCOUNT. MAXIMUM
CONVENIENCE.
The “My Account” area is an active overview that allows you to find and
order products more quickly. You can search through a well-organised list
overview of previous orders that you have made using a keyword or a filter
and re-order items.
A personal top 100 list shows the items that you have ordered most
frequently – with a direct link to the shopping basket.
You can create stock lists or create collections of items for projects, furniture
items and the like using any number of wish lists. For current orders you can
view details of which products in which package are on their way to you.
Tangible help during everyday work.

AT A GLANCE:
ALL OF THE DATA FOR YOUR
PLANNING.
All information about the product is organised in
an easily accessible way. You will also find other
data which you require for planning: CAD and
CAM data, photo galleries, service documents,
installation instructions, ordering assistance,
accessory references and much more –
including the links to the relevant downloads.
Every page of product details is designed in the
same way, meaning you will easily manage in
an intuitive way.
This makes your digital furniture planning
process easier and more reliable.
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QUICK AND EASY.
PRODUCT SEARCH.

INSPIRATION:
WITH IDEAS FOR LIVING

Searching, finding and navigating have become more
interactive and intuitive. You enter the required properties
quickly and easily in accordance with your planning logic.
The first recommendations arrive before you’ve finished
entering the information. The more characteristics you
enter, the more specific the recommendations will be.
Images are also provided. You can also use intelligent filters
to narrow down the selection (additionally or alternatively).
You receive an overview with several alternative products,
and can conveniently select and compare.

In the Ideas For Living area you will always find new
suggestions for furniture and functional furnishing solutions
from all – individually selectable – living areas.
From practical detailed solutions to innovative room concepts.
Comprehensively illustrated with detailed descriptions and a
direct link to the Häfele products that have been used.
You will find a great deal of inspiration in combination with
the references from the project area, with which you can also
impress your customers, of course.

THE COMPLETE HÄFELE
VOLUMES 1 & 2
Your perfect partners for 360º comprehensive project solutions
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